
First evidence of direct CP violation:
Kaons, the NA31 experiment and DANIEL
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1947

1950

~1953

Physical Kaon particles:

1<<2

M1<M2

1955

Proposal of how to find K2: A.Pais and O.Piccioni
1955

Discovery of the K2 1956

Discovery of the  hyperons produced always

in association with Kaons

Introduction of strangeness.  Its conservation implies

particle production in pairs.  M.Gell-Mann

Observation of Kaons  in cosmic rays : G.D.Rochester and C.C.Butler
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Weak interaction violates both C & P symmetries,    preserving in general CP 

CP = +1 CP = -1

Fitch, Turlay, Cronin, Christenson

Château de Blois, May 1989
Observation of 42 K2->π+π- decays

Short-live K1 can decay only into 2body

Long-live K2 can decay only into 3 body



What happens to kaons?
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Physics particles : KS and KL 

They are mixtures of the two eigenstates K1 and K2

The observed KL->2π arises 
because of the K1, K2 mixing.

Call it  “ Indirect CPV”
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Physics particles : KS and KL 

They are mixtures of the two eigenstates K1 and K2

The observed KL->2π arises 
because of the K1, K2 mixing.

Call it  “ Indirect CPV”

In charged and neutral 2-body final states
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CP Violation naturally included in the Standard Model if 3 quark families.

(only 3 quarks known in 1973!)

= sin =phase

With 2 families : M = M*  ➔ CP is conserved

With 3 families : irreducible phase ➔CP is violated if   0

’74 : c quark, ‘75:  lepton,

‘77: b quark, ‘95: top quark 

1972



CP violation in the standard model
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CP Violation naturally included in the Standard Model if 3 quark families.

(only 3 quarks known in 1973!)

« Box » diagrams

➔ K0-K0 oscillation

= sin =phase

« Penguin »  diagrams

CPV in decay S=1. Measured by ’ 

With 2 families : M = M*  ➔ CP is conserved

With 3 families : irreducible phase ➔CP is violated if   0

Call it « Direct CPV »

’74 : c quark, ‘75:  lepton,

‘77: b quark, ‘95: top quark 

CPV in mixing S=2 . Measured by ~0.2%  



Theory time-arrow of  the  Re( ’/) size
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1976

~10%   Gilman , Wise1979

~1985

~2%    Ellis, Gaillard, Nanopoulos

>0.2%  Gilman , Hagelin

~0.15%*f(mt) Buras, Gerard

1990

Buras, Jamin,Lautenbacher

~1995 10-4->16 10-4

Buras et al, Ciuchini et al

Few permil

precision

seems enough

Need 10-4 

precision!

1989 ɣ-penguins Flynn, Randall
B6: QCD penguins

B8: EW penguins

The NA31 proposal

Final NA31 resultl
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Observation of 42 K2->π+π- decays, forbidden if CP conserved

1964 : Unexpected discovery of a major 
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1964

Observation of 42 K2->π+π- decays, forbidden if CP conserved

1964 : Unexpected discovery of a major 

non-predicted phenomenon 

How????

1972

How large   ’/ is expected to be??

Theory predictions : 

From   few % (~1975) to few permill (1995)

Short summary of previous slides



Lagarrigue and CP Violation
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Lagarrigue and CP Violation

Bubble Chamber filled with Freon

Count 63+-24 KL-> 2p0 events
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The birth of NA31 experiment
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• 14 authors from 4 Institutes

• 10 pages of text, with

• 9 lines on tracking

• 1 page on calorimetry

• 7 lines on veto anticounters

• ¾ of a page on trigger

• half a page on systematics

• 1,5 on charged and neutral background, 

• 10 lines on time scale

• Half a page on Cost

• 11 References

• 11 (huge) figures
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The birth of NA31 experiment

AIM : Measure Re(’/) with 0.1% of precision 
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Very light and simple  description of analysis, 
background treatment and systematics

The birth of NA31 experiment
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Very light and simple  description of analysis, 
background treatment and systematics

Edimburg and Orsay 

joined in 1983

The birth of NA31 experiment



Daniel Fournier beggining of 80s

Seeking for a new experiment after closing the CELLO chapter
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Daniel Fournier beggining of 80s

Seeking for a new experiment after closing the CELLO chapter

Participation in ALEPH design discussions: 

→Proposal of a Liquid Argon Calorimeter

→Proposal of Tracking Detector

Proposed solutions not endorsed

Daniel got a hint from Jack Steinberger to discuss 

with the group of people thinking about NA31 

using liquid argon calorimetry 

The UA1 and UA2  setups done

Supported by Perez 

Y Jorba at LAL
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The NA31 method
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The NA31 method
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→Very different  Ks and KL lifetimes

how construct the beams?

→High 3 body  backround in KL     

how achieve the necessary                       

rejection?

→ How measure precisely enough a 

such a “small” (expected)  

number”?

→ Seek for cancelations to 

guarantee minimal corrections 
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→Alternate Ks and Kl beams
→Detect concurrently Charged and Neutral Decays to 
cancel out beam flux instabilities, in the same decay volume
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The NA31 experiment in a sketch
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Protons 

from SPS 

Decay region



The NA31 experiment in a sketch
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Protons 

from SPS 

Helium Tank

In atm press

Wire chambers

LAC
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Protons 

from SPS 

anticounters

The NA31 experiment in a sketch
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Protons 

from SPS 

Alternate the beams : the KL setup

1011 protons/spill
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Protons 

from SPS 

Alternate the beams : the KS setup

41 stations for data taking
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Protons 

from SPS 

Alternate the beams : the KS setup

41 stations for data taking

➔Quite similar decay 

spectra in KL and KS setups



The NA31 experiment: the Liquid Argon 
Calorimeter (LAC)

25X0 divided in Front and Back

Into a cryostat at T= 90 K

Maitres d’oeuvre :

Italie-CERN 
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Peak

Finder

ADCCables to 

extract

the signals

from the 

FT

FT

The Orsay contribution to  LAC
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Peak

Finder

ADCCables to 

extract

the signals

from the 

FT

FT

Orsay (Bob Chase et al)

The Orsay contribution to  LAC
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Cables to 

extract

the signals

from the 

FT

FT

The Orsay contribution to  LAC

Already delivery delays 

at that time….



Orsay contributions to Data Taking

What for: Compute energy sums and first and 

second moments

➔Neutral events : cuts on vertex, CoG and 

Energy in LAC to reject 3p0

➔Charged events :  cuts on LAC/EHAD, 

energy in HAD to reject  ke3 and Km3

Rejection rate : 50% (30%) in KL (KS) beam 

Loss of good events <0.1%

AFBI (Atithmetic FASTBUS Interface)

Second level hard  wired trigger
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Orsay contributions to Data Taking

Online Display: a 3p0 event

What for: Compute energy sums and first and 

second moments

➔Neutral events : cuts on vertex, CoG and 

Energy in LAC to reject 3p0

➔Charged events :  cuts on LAC/EHAD, 

energy in HAD to reject  ke3 and Km3

Rejection rate : 50% (30%) in KL (KS) beam 

Loss of good events <0.1%

AFBI (Atithmetic FASTBUS Interface)

Second level hard  wired trigger
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55 authors, 7 labs

Re(’/)=(3.30+-1.09 )10-3

1988

The first Direct CPV evidence : 1986 NA31 data

➔ 70% of backg in signal region : Ke3

DANIEL : Construction of a TRD to 

validate the Ke3 yield and shape for the 

1988 run



Test the charged background : The Transition 
Radiation Detector  for 1988 data taking

Wire chambers 2X and 2Y

Gaz : 30%Xe+55%He+15%CH4

→Radiators : 350 polypropylene foils  x 4 

→20 microns thick, every 600microns

→Foils thermally deformed to keep spaced

→Radiator volume filled with CO2 at 1atm.
53
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Test the charged background : The Transition 
Radiation Detector  for 1988 data taking

Wire chambers 2X and 2Y

Gaz : 30%Xe+55%He+15%CH4

→Radiators : 350 polypropylene foils  x 4 

→20 microns thick, every 600microns

→Foils thermally deformed to keep spaced

→Radiator volume filled with CO2 at 1atm.

Minutes from A.M.Lutz
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Radiators : ORSAY

WireChambers : SIEGEN

Electronics : ORSAY



TRD: from construction to the analysis
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Construction of the Radiators

Hall “taup”  at LAL

Maitre d’oeuvre  M.Dialinas



• Vaiidation of the background yield in the signal 

region.

• Confidence → Uncertainty  ~0.1% (Gain of factor 2)

TRD: from construction to the analysis
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Test the accidental activity:  the  ZTDC for the 
1989 half-data taking

The NA31 baseline method :

→Overlay by software the events with random triggers

→Compute gains and losses
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Test the accidental activity:  the  ZTDC for the 
1989 half-data taking

To test the baeline result:

Idea born at the end of a shift, 

Daniel discussing with Ken Peach

Seeking for a “easy to build” and fast solution

The NA31 baseline method :
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Test the accidental activity:  the  ZTDC for the 
1989 half-data taking

To test the baeline result:

Idea born at the end of a shift, 

Daniel discussing with Ken Peach

Using LAC and HAD signals from 

existing electronics, to define the time 

of the maximum 

Calorimetric 

Signal

Use the time of the 

signal maximum

Seeking for a “easy to build” and fast solution

Maitre d’oeuvre : Orsay

The NA31 baseline method :

→Overlay by software the events with random triggers

→Compute gains and losses
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Test the accidental activity:  the  ZTDC for the 
1989 half-data taking

Mode Losses-Gains %

Charged

Loosses-Gains %

Neutral

KS overlay

KS   ZTDC

(0.90+-0.04)%

(0.89+-0.06)%

(1.20+-0.05)%

(1.30+-0.07)%

KL Overlay

KL  ZTDC

(1.45+-0.05)%

(1.52+-0.08)%

(1.55+-0.06)%

(1.78+-0.10)%

Clusters that 

triggered

KS events

➔ZTDC confirmed the accidental analysis 

from the baseline method
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55 authors, 7 labs 49 authors, 6 labs

Re(’/)=(3.30+-1.09 )10-3 Re(’/)=(2.03+-0.67 )10-3

1988 1993

Combined NA31 : Re(’/)=(23.0+6.5) 10-4  3.5σ

The final NA31 results



The LAL-Orsay NA31 group 
The “seniors”
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The LAL-Orsay NA31 group 

M. Corti

The “seniors” The Post-Docs
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The LAL-Orsay NA31 group 

M. Corti

The “seniors” The Post-Docs The HDRs The PHD’s

KL->p0gg

66

M.Hassan KS->gg



TRD : F.Berny J. Brugnon, J.P. Coulon, M. Dialinas, J.P. Marolleau, E.Plaige, 

D.Richard, J.P Richer

Calorimeter  readout et AFBI   “C.Arnault, A.Bellemain, R.Bernier, A.Bozzone, 

B.Chase, J.P.Coulon,J,C, Drulot, J.P. Marolleau, E,Plaige, J.P. Richer, 

A.Roudier

The LAL-Orsay  NA31 engineer-technician team 
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Daniel  in NA31 and after

At that time Daniel was 

professor at Orsay University.

Despite the load  of lectures, he 

was driving the Orsay activities 

efficiently and in all areas

Construction, data taking, 

Full epsilonPrime analysis
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Daniel  in NA31 and after

At that time Daniel was 

professor at Orsay University.

Despite the load  of lectures, he 

was driving the Orsay activities 

dynamically and in all areas

Construction, data taking, 

Full epsilonPrime analysis

In 19????, Sabatical at CERN

Start  involvement on LHC 

Studies on LARg calorimetry

The LHC  delays…….

Daniel pushed and encouraged 

people to join 

“intermediate”experiments

A small team from LAL joined 

NA48, the “new CERN  DCPV  in 

kaons experiment”

Aim : higher precision, more 

cancellations

NA48  : 

→Challenging homogeneous 

Liquid Krypton calorimetry 

→Record all  4 modes 

concurrently thanks to very 

clever beam setup

Daniel , from ATLAS side, was 

closely following the NA48  

progress

Very satisfied to see the final 

confirmation of the NA31 

result
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The “final” overall picture 

Confirmation of a « large »

Direct CPV component
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The “final” overall picture 

Confirmation of a « large »

Direct CPV component

2005 : the EPS prize
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Few words from Mario Calvetti
What I remember about Daniel in NA31 is that he was one of the nicest

collaborators to work with. Clearly, he was understanding everything of the

experiment, the details of the electronics, of the detectors and of the data

analysis, besides having a deep understanding of the physics that we were looking

for. The impression I had is that he was a very good scientist.

I would like to say few more things about him.

I have appreciated very much his positive active contribution to the work of 

the CERN LHC scientific committee, during the time of the construction of the

LHC accelerator and detectors. 

What I have admired the most of him, has been his engagement in the ATLAS project, 

taking the responsibility with his collaborators to build the liquid argon calorimeter. 

At that time, it was an incredible project, many years of work ahead, with many 

problems to solve, with no guaranties of been successful on a critical component 

of the experiment, sealed in a cryostat, as we know a very big responsibility. 

When I have seen the reconstructed two photons invariant mass distribution 

of ATLAS,  showing the Higgs mass, I realized the that was a dream coming to reality, 

beautiful. 



Few words from a CP-Violating Physicist, Don Cundy 

Looking back over 15 years to NA31, the first thing 

that comes to mind is that Daniel was a very 

agreeable and friendly collabotator and an excellent 

physicist. In addition, he always carried out his many 

responsibilities in his characteristic calm and 

efficient manner. His passion for calorimeters took 

precedence over NA48, but it turned out to be an 

excellent choice.
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Le mot de la fin: Ilana, the PhD on NA31 TRD 
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Daniel’s qualities (on top of calm..) to mimic:

Reaction

Innovation

Perseverance

Hard work

Organisation

Efficiency
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BACKUP
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M
2

K=
2

(E1+E2)
2
/T + M2

pT

➔ Reject pμν : muon vetoes
➔Reject πeν: looking at LAC1/HAC
➔Reject π+π-π0 : no  close photon

Require NO accoplanarity
→Charged tracks from the 2 WC

→ E1 and E2 energies from LAC +HAC

Reconstruction of charged mode  in NA31 
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Only four clusters in LAC

Use a 2 to test event compatibility 

with a 2p0-decay

E

1

E2

E3

E4

3π0 background with fused or 

lost photons appear at the tail of 

the Rell distribution

Reconstruction of pi0pi0 mode in NA31  
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Energy Scale = Distance Scale

Anticounter

KS target

Anticounter’s main goal: 

Veto early KS decays

Used also as a distance scale

Scale known to <0.05%

La determination de l’echelle d’énergie.  
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Andrzej Buras

Theory Summary

S. Bertolini

Bruce Winstein Exper. 

Summary

➔New experiments: 

NA48 (CERN) and KTeV (FNAL)



85Lydia Iconomidou-Fayard 

→12 scintillators with alternating vertical 

and horizontal orientations

→Traversed ONLY by KS protons

Readout by a 1Ghz 8-bit FADC

→ Gives the proton time ~180ps

The NA48 beam Lines  



The Orsay contribution to  LAC
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1988+1989  data

Accumulated NA31 statistics
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The NA31 TRD performances

For 90% rejected electons→~1.5% pions loss


